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WMS 40 MINI INSTRUMENTAL SET
The WMS 40 Mini Instrumental Set ensures brilliant sound and
ease of use at an unbeatable price/performance ratio.

Unique HDAP (High Definition Audio Performance) technology ensures the
best possible, most realistic sound at any time.

The SR 40 Mini receiver provides three status LEDs indicating ON/OFF
status, received signal strength (RF OK), and audio clipping (AF CLIP).
The VOLUME control sets the level at the ¼" output jack. The supplied
switched mode power supply operates on any AC voltage from 110 to
240 VAC and includes EU, UK, and US adapters.

The PT 40 Mini bodypack is probably the smallest and lightest transmitter
in its class. A reliable mini XLR output allows you to connect every
compatible AKG miniature microphone. Battery life of the transmitter is
the same legendary "30 hours off a single AA battery" as for the WMS 40
models, reducing the need to replace batteries and thus saving real
money in the long run.

The system includes an SR 40 MINI receiver, a PT 40 MINI pocket
transmitter, a MKG L instrument cable, a universal power supply with
US/UK/EU adapter, and one AA size dry battery.

 Optional microphones for PT 40 Mini

Consumer Alert (for US users) 
Most users do not need a license to operate this wireless microphone
system. Nevertheless, operating this microphone system without a
license is subject to certain restrictions: The system may not cause
harmful interference; it must operate at a low power level (not in excess
of 50 milliwatts); and it has no protection from interference received from
any other device. Purchasers should also be aware that the FCC is
currently evaluating use of wireless microphone systems, and these rules
are subject to change. For more information, call the FCC at 1-888-
CALL-FCC (TTY: 1-888-TELL-FCC) or visit the FCC’s wireless microphone
website at www.fcc.gov/cgb/wirelessmicrophones

DOWNLOADS

 Cut sheet (PDF, 2,24 MB)

 Quick Start Guide (PDF, 2,55 MB)

 RMU40 Mini rackmounting guide (PDF, 2,87 MB)
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